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                              A TOP RATED 
A leader in the preservation industry, Holt & Holt       

the entire state of Alabama, Florida, Mississippi,  

quality control program, Holt & Holt strives to ensure 

standards. Combining integrity and honesty with a 

 “Top Rated Preservation Company” . 

What 
HHHooolllttt   &&&   HHHooolllttt      

REAL RESULTS 

 

What makes us unique? We are centrally 

located in the Southeast.  Holt & Holt has the 

mobility to quickly address emergency 

situation for our clients. 

How we are able to reach your 48-72 

hour turnaround time?  We have our 

contractors use a secure program for photos to 

document all services. This program enables 

photos to come ”in-house” as they are being 

taken allowing a quick processing of real time 

photos. 

How do we ensure that your properties 

are handled according to industry 

standards? We have our own internal quality 

control inspector who visits properties for 

quality assurance 24-48 hours after an order 

is completed. 

Why should you trust our contractors 

with your asset? Our contractors have over 

30 years combined experience in construction 

and property preservation. We perform 

regulatory background checks and conduct bi-

weekly training with all field crews.   

WHO WE ARE 

Founded in 2009, Holt & Holt 

Entrepreneurship LLC, a small 

business based in Huntsville, Alabama, 

has grown from providing solely 

residential lawns services to completing 

commercial grade work, which includes: 

property demolitions; total rebuilds and 

remodels; securing and maintaining 

foreclosed properties on bank-owned 

homes; and completing insurance 

claims.  The company’s subcontractors 

are highly skilled and trained 

professionals who believe in providing 

quality work within industry standard 

time frames. 

 

                              PRESERVING 
In 2008, the foreclosure rate hit an all-time high and 

these  foreclosed properties  throughout  the country. 

and   protect   foreclosed   properties  by   performing 

also  work  with   our  clients   to  help   repair  water 

to their assets.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Makes 
Unique? 

has grown from providing services solely in North Alabama to serving  

Arkansas and now the Midwest. With an exceptional internal 

that all projects are not only completed on time, but to our clients’   

24-48 hour turnaround time, Holt & Holt continues to be a  

LOCAL Company LOCAL Community  
 
On September 7, 2014, Holt & Holt volunteered 

with Sonia Inc. to “Hydrate the Homeless”.  We 

delivered cases of cold waters to several locations 

in the Huntsville area. 

During the month of May, Holt & Holt visited 

Putnam Middle School and was represented 

by the owner, Melody Holt.  During this time, 

she spoke to middle school students about 

entrepreneurship, the importance of giving 

back to the community, setting goals, 

choosing the right circle of friends, being 

whole mentally, spiritually and physically, 

and overcoming the odds. 

SERVICE 
 

The service I received from 

Melody Holt was great.  It 

was very straight forward 

and extremely helpful.   

While other companies and 

businesses were giving me 

the run around for HVAC 

Repairs, she took it upon 

herself and had the unit 

replaced quickly and 

headache free.  Great  

service all around. 

-Daniel 

 

 

OPPORTUNITY 
 

I never knew what 

opportunities would come from 

answering the craigslist ad 3 

three years ago.  Learning new 

skills through the challenges of 

doing what it takes to complete 

the orders is what makes this 

job unique. Looking forward is 

exciting because with Holt & 

Holt, I have carved out my 

niche and am able to make a 

living. 

-M. Barthold 

 

VISION 
 

Unlike any other 

preservation company I 

have worked with, Martell 

and Ms. Melody are fair, 

honest and genuine. Few 

people have your vision. 

Thank you for showing 

others an alternate 

perspective. My company 

looks forward to the future 

with Holt & Holt. 

-B. Bodine  

 

PRESERVATION COMPANY 

Our Clients’ Assets 
has yet to fully recover. Holt & Holt works daily to secure and maintain  

Our network of experienced contractors allows us to proactively preserve  

services to prevent theft, vandalism, and city citations and violations.  We  

damage, roof damage and any other issue that may cause further damage  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                    

                         
                      

 

 

 

 

 

 

REO 
Lawn Maintenance  
Hazard Claim Repair  
Property Preservation 
 
 

Home Expansion 

Whether a client wants to expand a 

single room or an entire wing, Holt & 

Holt’s home expansions are done to 

the clients’ specifications. 

Preservation 

Holt & Holt’s meticulous preservation 

methods ensure that clients’ homes 

are protected against potential 

vandalism, city violations, or even 

weather conditions. Properties are 

also maintained from season to 

season. 

Complete Remodel 

Whether big or small, Holt & Holt is 

able to provide complete remodeling 

services using quality materials and 

professional contractors. 

Demolition 

Demolition services are provided to 

clients who find it more fiscally 

reasonable to demolish a property 

rather than to repair 

Insurance Claims 

Whether it be storm, wind, hail or fire 

damage, Holt & Holt ensures a stress 

free insurance claim repair. 

 

                          

6459 University Drive 
Huntsville Alabama 35806 
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Debris Removal 

Holt & Holt’s team of contractors is 

available to handle debris removals as 

well as storage of personals when 

required.  Using our 40 yard dump 

trailer, we decrease trash-out times 

more than any competitor. 

Lock Change / Rekeys 

We secure properties through the use 

of our standard key code inventory.  

Lockboxes can also be installed to 

allow realtor access. 

Lawn Maintenance 

Our team of landscape professionals 

performs initial cuts, shrub trims, tree 

removals, and much more, in a timely 

manner.  This helps our clients avoid 

unnecessary citations and violations. 

Roof Installation 

Holt & Holt performs partial and full 

roof installs, including decking, 

rafters, soffit, fascia, and gutters. 

Winterizations 

This service is provided to protect our 

clients’ assets during winter weather.  

Frozen pipes can be a huge financial 

burden if the appropriate measures to 

prevent them are not taken.  . 
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